Abstract. The results of a study of the high-resolution IUE spectrum of 77 CMa in the range 1170-3000 A have been sketched. The observed spectrum has the best fit to the model spectrum with T e ff = 13000 K and log g = 2. Computer recognition and identification of about 1700 observed spectral features has been carried out. The resonance lines of CII, SilV, AUII, CIV show changes in profiles which suggest the presence of some shell condensations moving with time-dependent radial velocities.
Former studies
Eta Canis Majoris is a bright (V=2.41 -2.45) supergiant (My= -7.1) of spectral class B5Ia having relatively low rotation velocity (wsini = 57 km/s). The first scan of its extraterrestrial spectrum was obtained by the Copernicus satellite for spectral interval 1000-1450 A and 1990-3100 A with spectral steps 0.2 and 0.4 A , respectively. A study of these line-rich spectra was carried out by Underhill (1974) and a spectral catalogue for the interval 1150-1450 A has been compiled (Snow and Jenkins, 1977) . The energy distribution of TJ CMa for the spectral range 1200-3600 A obtained by OAO-2 has been given by Bless et al. (1976) .
The supergiant 77 CMa has been studied also by high-resolution cameras of the IUE. Using the data Walborn and Nichols-Bohiin (1987) have compiled a spectrum atlas of TJ CMa for spectral ranges 1320-1580 A and 1620-1990 A . According to Underhill (1974) the line blocking factor for the spectral interval 1008-1425 A is about 0.5 and for the spectral interval 1990-3105 A it ranges from 0.32 to 0.05. The effective temperature T e g of rj CMa has been determined by different methods and the values obtained range from 12500 K to 20000 K. From energy distribution Nandy and Schmidt (1975) found T e ff -12500 ±400 K and using angular diameter measurements they evaluated T e ff = 13100 ± 300 K. Almost the same value of T e ff has been obtained by Code et al. (1976) using the flux distribution in the ultraviolet.
In an early study Underhill and Fahey (1973) have analysed the visible spectrum of rj CMa using the spectra exposed at Kitt Peak and ESO observatories. Studying the profiles of hydrogen Balmer series Ha-H10 and using the LTE and NLTE model atmospheres they found that T eff has values of about 17500-20000 K. The authors conclude that the result is uncertain due to the presence of an extended envelope.
Underhill ( 
IUE spectrum
The observation data used by us were obtained by the cameras of high-dispersion echelle spectra aboard the IUE satellite in the Goddard Space Flight Center in November 1978 by A. Sapar. Two well exposed spectra for both SWP and LWR cameras (exposures SWP 3388, SWP 3486, LWR 2980, LWR 3065) were at our disposal. The underexposed spectrum LWR 2975 was discarded by us. To improve the signal-to-noise ratio and to reduce the number of weak artefact lines we have superposed both exposure pairs. The data reduction of these spectra has been carried out by the methods and algorithms described in our earlier paper (A. Sapar and L. Sapar, 1984) . The Doppler wavelength shifts due to the orbital motion of the Earth and the IUE satellite and due to the heliocentric radial velocity of 77 CMa, equal to v T -41 km/s, were removed.
The atlas compiled by us covers the spectral interval 1170-3000 A and will be published in the same way as our similar studies of /3 Ori (L. Sapar and A.Sapar, 1989 ) and a Cyg (L. Sapar and A.Sapar, 1990) . The best fit of observed and computed model spectra for Tj CMa was obtained taking T e ff = 13000 K and logg =2. The computer algorithms and program listings are given in our earlier papers (A. . By line recognition and identification routines we have compiled a spectral catalogue of rj CMa which contains about 1700 identified spectral line features, most of them being blends. The majority of these spectral lines are unshifted, narrow and deep. However, in strong spectral line profiles, most of them being resonance lines , there are blue-shifted satellite components belonging to expanding shell condensations. As examples of such lines we suggest CII (1335 A), SilV (1393, 1402 A), CIV (1548, 1550 A), A1II (1670 A) and A1III (1854, 1862 A). In Table 1 shell components of these resonance lines are listed.
To illustrate our spectral atlas of rj CMa, we present in Figs. 1-3 the samples which visualise the above-mentioned CII, SilV, CIV and A1III spectral line profiles. The resonance doublet of SIV shows shell absorption components at radial velocities -360 km/s, -180 km/s, -110 km/s and -30 km/s. Underhill (1975) noticed the presence of a circumstellar component at -239 km/s, but according to our study it is located at -359 km/s. This fact probably denotes the presence of accelerating expansion of the shell.
The blue-edge location of resonance line profiles listed in a proof of the presence of a hot circumstellar gas cloud. Comparing the profiles given by Underhill and Doazan with the profiles obtained by us we noticed their strong changes. The resonance lines of A1III and CIV, plotted by Underhill ¡«id Doazan, have two shifted components and an unshifted component, while our observations show the presence of a shifted and an unshifted narrow deep component for both of these resonance lines. In the resonance line profiles of CII and SilV no strong changes can be detected and the profile of CIV 1550 A cannot be restored in detail due to its strong overlap with its doublet neighbour.
The equivalent widths
In Fig.4 we present the plots of the spectrum of r] CMa for the spectral interval 1384-1405 A , obtained by us from IUE observations and by Snow and Jenkins (1977) tions. As we see, the profile of the resonance line of SilV has suffered significant changes. In the Copernicus observation the shell component of SilV is weak and it is located at low radial velocity, but in our observation it is stronger and corresponds to higher radial velocity. In our catalogue of the spectrum there are given the equivalent width W 0 bs of observed spectral line features and the corresponding calculated equivalent widths W ca i for spectral line blends.
In order to estimate the quality of our catalogue we placed the points on log W 0 b s versus log W CK \ picture for the spectral interval 1710-1800 A . As we see, for subordinate lines we have good consistency between the calculated and observed equivalent widths. For resonance lines the consistency between Wobs and W ca \ is not so good. This turns out to be primarily due to line broadening in stellar wind. As a result, the equivalent widths of observed spectral lines stack at W 0 bs=' u t A /c, corresponding to a rectangular profile with zero residual flux. This result is illustrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. 6 we present radial velocities corresponding to the minimum residual flux of resonance lines of Fell (multiplets 1, 2, 3) Thus, from profiles of resonance lines of CII, CIV, SIV and AIIII we can conclude that 77 CMa has an extended expanding envelope having dense shells which move away from the star and have different Notes: * -terminal velocity; ** -shifted components of the line are overlapped by the other line of this doublet.
velocities. This can be seen also from Fig.4 of our recent paper (L. Sapar and A. ).
